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Folder 1
Scope and Contents note
31 manuscript and typed letters and postcards signed from DeVoto to Harper's.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

Folder 2
Scope and Contents note
49 typescript copies of letters from Harpers to DeVoto concerning his "Easy Chair" column.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

Folder 3
Acknowledgements
Scope and Contents note
42 typescript copies of acknowledgements from Harpers to senders of letters of condolence.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.

Folder 4
Scope and Contents note
49 typescript copies of letters from Harpers to DeVoto concerning his "Easy Chair" column.
Arrangement note
Arranged chronologically.
Folder 5

**Letters to Harpers concerning DeVoto or his column**

*Scope and Contents note*

11 letters.

*Arrangement note*

Arranged alphabetically.